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"hey, you there! come here!" "halt!" "stop!" "who gave you the right?" "stop!" "you'll be in big trouble if you don't pay." "what are you doing?" "nobody has authority here!" "what's going on?" "hey, you!" "you're
not authorized to disturb my students!" "who are you?" "how dare you disturb my students?" "who are you?" "how dare you barge into our room?" "stop!" "you are disturbing my class" "i said stop!" "what's

wrong?" "why are you restraining me?" "who are you?" " who are you?" " i'm the teacher." "i'm the teacher, sir." "what are you doing?" "who are you?" "who are you?" "who are you?" "was it him?" "i don't know,
he's usually calm and he never raises his voice like this" " did you see the commotion yesterday?" " yes, sir." "it got so bad, we had to stop the whole thing." "was there a student in the class?" "no, sir." "it was

an unauthorised demonstration." "everyone was running around shouting in the corridors and the class was disrupted." "really?" " who was it?" " we don't know." "this is not the first time it happens." "take care."
"thanks." "thanks, teacher." "thanks a lot." "thanks for your help." "you did good." "listen, all you students.." "you must stay clear of this classroom." "keep away from the teachers too." "that man is going to try
something funny in the next few days." "he is going to put the students at risk." "i want it made clear that" "i will not tolerate any attempt to break the academic order." "anybody who spreads such news and
tries to organize disruptive demonstrations will get into trouble." "that's it!" "today, i'll give a speech. ln front of all the students and faculty, i'll state that this strike is the result of the profound dissatisfaction

with the education system here." "i won't hesitate in calling all the students who are behind this strike to be irresponsible and defiant." "as a lecturer who has studied and taught in japan for years," "i've never
seen such a clearly uneducated public." "i am always amazed at the shocking lack of common knowledge among students and teachers alike." "so, if you want me to let you stay here, you must first show me

that you can educate all of us." "do you understand?" "actually, we are not here to educate you." "rather, we are a team of scientists, working in the field of artificial intelligence." "we are currently conducting a
small experiment, to prove our theories." "we know all about the new generation- robots." "robots are only mechanical products which will replace humans by taking up all the jobs that we cannot do." "at the
same time, they will free us to think about ourselves." "the robots will never be dangerous as long as humans continue to use them." "your first duty is not to study." "it is to test us." "say 'shalom, shalom', it

says, and do what it tells you." "hello, shalom, shalom!" "you can go." "how long will they take to learn?" "i don't know." "it's very hard to say." "many don't get it." "come, i'll show you." "look here." "that way, it
knows which letter to choose." "the robot has a built in memory of 1 0,000 letters.
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from delhi, the video will reach
mumbai by 10:40pm. and there's no

way of knowing how well it will go
down with the average tv fan. they're

not even sure that one of the
channels will survive. but the

distributors are giving up nothing in
trying to protect their turf. in fact,
they're aggressively pushing their
wares. this could be the fight that
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changes the way movies are seen and
distributed for good. the highlights

are almost the entire cast of night of
the living dead, 2004 ( david west,
michael arndt & barbara mertz ),
including, back row, left to right,

kenny delmar, anna faris, christian
slater and heather matarazzo, center,

sandra coudreaux, plus melissa
mcbride, who takes her place next to
chainsaw-wielding deadites in the still

image above. the screengrab was
taken from a trailer. it's a fascinating

movie that has been intentionally
ignored, even though it's good

enough to be nominated for best
picture and best directorial and best
screenplay oscars in 2004. it doesn't

hurt that it stars zombie icon
charleton heston, who has some great

moments. most of those are in the
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remake, though. the reason for the
surge of price was that the demand
for pay tv soared as people flocked

back to set-top boxes. but even while
demand for pay tv grew, the new tv

providers were unable to keep up with
the demand. more people want to

have tv at home than ever before. but
to watch it, they need to have a set-
top box. so the pay tv operators are
pushing to persuade consumers to
buy new set-top boxes to enable
them to watch a wider range of

channels at home. those are set-top
boxes with the hardware, but without

the satellite, and the operators are
also pushing the very old style of tv

antennae to get consumers watching
their channels. 5ec8ef588b
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